
Threat and Risk Assessment Exercise 
Threat & Risk Assessments should be conducted in relation to you, the places you are living and working in or are going to live, work or visit.   

Try it for yourself. Use your own country context to carry out the threat analysis on your surroundings.  

Alternatively, you can use the El Salvador case based on the country context: https://www.gov.uk/foreign-travel-advice/el-salvador/safety-and-
security 

Step one: Identify the threat. Examples below. What is the impact and likelihood of that threat? What is the risk level and is there anything you 
can do to reduce or mitigate the risk? 

Threat Assessment Vulnerability 
Assessment 

Risk Analysis Mitigatin
g 

Measures 

Decision 
Yes/No 

Threats Situation Weakness Strengths Impact Likelihood Risk Level 

What 
measures 

can you take 
to reduce the 
risk level to 

an acceptable 
level? 

 
At the end of the day, 

you must make a 
decision.  

 
If the Risk Level is too 
high and putting you at 
an unacceptable level 

of risk, then the 
decision is No, unless 
and until you can put 

the required mitigation 
measures in place. 

List of 
threats/ 
incidents 

What happened? 
When and where 
did these 
incidents happen 
and who was 
effected?  
Could this 
happen to you? 
Could this 
incident have a 
knock on effect 
that could put 
you at increased 
risk? 

Are there 
any 

weaknesse
s in your 
plans and 
procedure

s that 
make you 
vulnerable 

to this 
type of 

incident? 

Are there 
or have 

you, 
procedure
s in place 
that help 
to protect 
you from 
this type 

of 
incident? 

If this 
incident 
happene
d to you, 

what 
would be 
the likely 
impact? 

Based on 
what you 

know, how 
likely is 

this 
incident to 
occur to 

you? 

What Risk 
Level do you 
get when you 
combine the 
Impact with 

the 
Likelihood? 

 
Is the Risk 

Level too high 
to allow you 
to do your 

job? 

e.g Car 
Jacking 

       
 

e.g Theft         

https://www.gov.uk/foreign-travel-advice/el-salvador/safety-and-security
https://www.gov.uk/foreign-travel-advice/el-salvador/safety-and-security


Step two: Based on the information in the table above (highlighted in the red box) you can plot the level of risk for the threat identified in the 
matrix below.  

RISK MATRIX 

 
 

 

 

 <<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<IMPACT>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 



 

LIKLIHOOD What is the 
risk of the 
threat to 
you? 

Death or Severe 
injury. Loss of 
programs and 
projects. 
Complete 
destruction, total 
loss of assets.  

(5) 

Serious injury.  
Severe disruption 
to programs. 
Major destruction 
of assets.  

(4) 

Non-Life-
threatening injury. 
High Stress.  
Some programme 
delays and 
disruptions. Loss or 
damage to assets  

(3) 

Minor injuries. 
Minimal delays to 
programs. Some 
loss or damage to 
assets.  

(2) 

No injuries 
anticipated. No 
delays to 
programs. Minimal 
loss or damage to 
assets.  

(1) 

Certain/Imminent  
(5)  

Critical  Critical  High  Medium  Low  

Very Likely  
(4)  

Critical  High  High  Medium  Low  

Likely  
(3)  

High  High  Medium  Low  Negligible  

Moderately Likely  
(2)  

Medium  Medium  Low  Low  Negligible  

Unlikely  
(1)  

Low  Low  Negligible  Negligible  Considered to pose 
no risk  
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